Agriculture/Climate Change/Food Security

**African Media**

*Africa takes steps towards achieving food security after significant progress in eradicating extreme hunger and poverty*, Newstime Africa, 25 Jan 2012

**International Media**

*Bill Gates calls for support to agricultural research for small farmers*, CGIAR, 25 Jan 2012

*Could High Food Prices Be a Blessing in Disguise?* WSJ Blogs/Davos Live, Jan 27 2012

*Researchers Outline Food Security-Climate Change Road Map in Science* Modest advances for agriculture in Durban signal need for scientific input, CGIAR, 20 Jan 2012

Energy

**International Media**

*NIGERIA: How the fuel row caught fire*: An unwieldy and spontaneous opposition has won its first battle against the government; now it needs a strategy, Africa Confidential, 20 Jan 2012

*Protests in Nigeria: Let them have fuel*, The president loses his nerve and brings back a controversial subsidy, The Economist.com, Jan 21st 2012 | ABUJA | from the print edition

*Climate policy: Oil’s tipping point has passed*, Nature | Comment, 481, (26 January 2012)

The economic pain of a flattening supply will trump the environment as a reason to curb the use of fossil fuels, say James Murray and David King.

Finance/Economic Development

**African Media**

*Zambia: Inflation Rate Reduces to 6.4 Percent*, Times of Zambia, 27 Jan 2012

**International Media**

*Sudan business: Turn-off*, EIU Viewswire/Latest Analysis, Jan 26th 2012


Gender

**African Media**

*Nigeria: FG to Prioritize Women, Youth in Agric Transformation*, Daily Trust (via AllAfrica.com), 27 January 2012

Governance

**International Media**

*Can the Arab Spring Spread Across the Rest of Africa?* Huffington Post, Rachael Akidi/BBC Africa, 27 Jan 2012

*The new BBC World Service programme, BBC Africa Debate launches tonight and will be asking whether there is need for an ‘African Spring’.*

ICT/Science & Technology/GIS

**African Media**

*Tanzania: Enabling citizens to access, use e-government services*, IPP Media, 20 Jan 2012

**International Media**

*Davos Summit Opens Its Doors Wide To Science*, Die Welt (via WorldCrunch.com), Jan 27 2012

“More than ever before, the economic leaders gathered for this year’s annual World Economic Forum meeting in Davos are turning their attention from finance to science – or at least recognizing how intimately the two are related.”

**New technology, new repression**: Authoritarian regimes’ use of cellphones is under the spotlight, Africa Confidential, 20 Jan 2012

**African twitter: mind the donkeys**, FT.com/beyondbrics Blog, January 26, 2012


Regional Integration/Trade

**African Media**


**International Media**

*The Dragon Comes to Africa*, Partnership for a Secure America/CFP Opinion| Jan 26 2012

Population/Statistics

**African Media**

*South Africa’s population would be 4.4 million larger without AIDS*, The Zim Diaspora, 24 Jan 2012

*Africa urged to get more serious on statistics* (UNECA/Statcom Reference), Afrique en ligne, 27 Jan 2012

Social Development/Health/Youth

**International Media**

*Social networks and cooperation in hunter-gatherers*, Nature 481, (26 January 2012)

“Our results suggest that certain elements of social network structure may have been present at an early point in human history. Also, early humans may have formed ties with both kin and non-kin, based in part on their tendency to cooperate. Social networks may thus have contributed to the emergence of cooperation.”

*African focus: Improved employment prospects crucial for stability*, FT.com Special Reports, Investing in Young People 2012, 26 Jan 2012

*Education in South Africa: Still dysfunctional*, Standards still leave a lot to be desired, The Economist.com, Jan 21st 2012 | JOHANNESBURG | from the print edition

UNECA/Africa

*The Accra boosters: Foreign praise-singers try to justify aid but skate over the difficult choices facing President Mills before this year’s elections*, Africa Confidential, 20 January, 2012
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